Form and functionality in unison
Corridor lamps and signposting elements
for clino Systems

The synthesis of safety and aesthetics
Corridor lamps from Ackermann clino combine timeless design with innovative functionality and create a
high degree of living quality and room atmosphere in health care institutions.
In the past, hospitals and care facilities were equipped focusing on the functionality of technologies used. This “simple”
demand has changed over the last years due to changes in
care philosophy, new surrounding conditions and increasingly
more demanding patients. Ambiance is becoming more and
more of a criterion in the competition.
When integrating security technology devices into hospitals
and care facilities, the intelligent combination of functionality and form is a decisive factor. On the one hand because
a pleasant atmosphere has a significantly stress-reducing
and positive effect on the patients’ recovery process; on the

other hand because technical and structural requirements
regarding reliability, recognizability and positioning need to be
fulfilled.
With their diversified portfolio, Ackermann clino has proven
that reliable safety technology and stylish design do not have
to exclude one another. Corridor lamps, name plates and
direction signs possess a high-quality appearance and therefore open up a wide spectrum of creative options to the
architect.

Sophisticated ambiance,
secure signaling: CL 340
The corridor lamp CL 340 features a calm, harmonious and
timelessly elegant effect due to its design, in which only a
few basic elements are used. Available in white or silver,
the device sets creative accents and is not reminiscent of a
hospital atmosphere.

The transparent, convexly domed name plate cover with an
easily exchangeable printable insert enables the integration
of a freely configurable printed area. This enables the holistic
transformation of the architectural design’s principles on
which it is based.

Attractive and
intelligent: EM 340
Matching the clino Systems and designed like the CL 340
corridor lamp, the EM 340 electronic module stands out
through its appealing look, energy-saving and low maintenance LED technology as well as easy installation and
servicing.

Multiple functions, one design
CL 400 series corridor lamps, name plates and direction signs facilitate an integrated signaling and
signposting concept in a uniform look.
The name plate with the integrated CL 430A corridor lamp is
not only impressive with its long life, maintenance-free and
energy-saving technology but also with its appealing design.
It consists of an elegant aluminum profile with a convexly domed nonreflective cover made of Plexiglas®. The name plate
and the corridor lamp form a unit. The corridor lamp function
becomes visible only when activated. When switched off, the
device cannot be distinguished from a normal door plate.

with its harmonious shape as well as the integrated corridor
lamp. These features also make it contribute to a pleasant
atmosphere. Moreover, it fulfills all the necessary requirements
of DIN 0834.
The same series also includes name plates without integrated
lighting and sign elements such as direction signs in different
dimensions. This option facilitates integrated signposting in
objects featuring a uniform design concept.

The translucent insertion foils can be individually printed by
using special printing software. They can be exchanged
quickly and toollessly. The door plate sets creative accents
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Small and elegant:
CL 230
The CL 230 corridor lamp can be integrated into a standard
backbox, thus posing an economic solution for the implementation of elegant room design concepts. It also creates a
home-like ambiance with its clear and appealing design.
An optically identical EM 230 electronic module is available
for the clino System 99.
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